29th Street Shopping Area - Boulder, CO
A variety of shapes and greenscreen® panels are used to wrap and fill architectural elements, supplying support for flourishing vines and contributing to the aesthetic of this open air shopping district.
Whole Foods - San Jose, CA
On a new single story retail building, a simple pattern of greenscreen® wall mounted panels is used with a variety of vines to create a landscape presence and soften the hardscape environment.

Hardiness Zone 9b
Installed 2010
Whole Foods - Lincoln Park, IL
Along a rehabilitated river section this wall mounted greenscreen® green facade uses only a minimal planting bed for deciduous vines becoming a beautiful tapestry.

Installed 2009
Boston Ivy
Hardiness Zone 6a
West Elm Store - Emeryville, CA

Wall mounted greenscreen® panels provide structure for the climbing vines but seem to disappear because the panels are color-matched to the building facade. The green roof compliments the green facade at this successful high visibility retail location.
**The Prado - Atlanta, GA**
Panels span between wood fence posts on a steep slope between a streetside walkway and neighborhood retail shops. **greenscreen®** panels will provide an attractive climbing structure for vines while also adding security.
Simple surfaces in this large retail shopping area use greenscreen® panels to create flowering forms, screen service areas, and reduce the scale of pedestrian areas.

Tempe Marketplace - Tempe, AZ

Pink Bougainvillea

Hardiness Zone 9b

Installed 2006
Starbucks - Chandler, AZ
Using narrow planting beds with greenscreen® wall mounted panels this shopping and dining plaza adds vertical landscape to complement colors and building textures.

Corkscrew Flower
Hardiness Zone 9b
Installed 2009
The Marketplace at Oviedo Crossing
Oviedo, FL

The pedestrian walkways of this regional shopping mall are flanked by modular wall mounted greenscreen® panels to create an inviting, groomed landscape entrance sequence.
The Marketplace at Oviedo Crossing
Oviedo, FL

Early and recent photos show simple block walls with modular greenscreen® panels covering large surfaces used as a signature element at this regional shopping center.

Star/Confederate Jasmine
Hardiness Zone 9b

Installed 1997
The Marketplace at Oviedo Crossing - Oviedo, FL
This interior food court uses wall mounted greenscreen® panels attached over split face block with a transition from indoor to outdoor screens.
Market Basket - Chelsea, MA

Wall mounted greenscreen® panels on a simple stucco wall will support flowering vines that will eventually cascade along this entry promenade.
Fred Meyer - Issaquah, WA

A pattern of greenscreen® wall mounted panels are mounted off the surface of a split face block wall to break up a monolithic surface adjacent to a pedestrian drop off waiting zone. Additional panels mounted in the parkway to overhead roof protection help block wind driven weather.
Festival Bay Mall - Orlando, FL

Both full and half-round custom diameter greenscreen® columns enhance the primary entry of this regional shopping center helping to introduce nature's scale while covering repeating structural columns flanking both sides and extending to the exterior.
Dolce & Gabbana - Beverly Hills, CA
A freestanding greenScreen® wall inside the street entrance becomes the view from inside this clothing store.
Desert Ridge Shopping Area - Phoenix, AZ

Flowering greenscreen® square column shapes are used to define a transportation waiting area and provide a vibrant accent.
Desert Ridge Marketplace - Phoenix, AZ
To display the variety of over seventy shops and thirty restaurants, this large shopping district uses distinctive custom tapered and notched greenscreen® shapes with integrated signage and lighting along surrounding boulevards. Additional wall mounted and freestanding elements are used throughout.
Desert Ridge Shopping Area - Phoenix, AZ

Round greenscreen® columns fit over square structural posts and align with circular column bases helping to create a transition shade area connecting shopping district areas.

Bougainvillea

Hardiness Zone 9b

Installed 2001
Desert Ridge Shopping Area - Phoenix, AZ
Cut to curve greenscreen® panels are used to wrap these large truck area bollards as part of a coordinated theme of large custom shapes for this one-million square foot shopping district.

Bougainvillea
Hardiness Zone 9b

Installed 2001
CityWalk - Universal City, CA

Modular greenscreen® panels, wall mounted at ground level + second floor balconies extend to heights of 75 feet with a variety of different plant materials to create a tapestry landscape.
CityWalk - Universal City, CA
Above ground planters with wall mounted greenscreen® panels are used extensively on the facade as well as for accents in pedestrian areas in this mixed use setting.
CityWalk at Universal Studios - Universal City, CA
A variety of planter shapes and styles are combined with greenscreen® wall mounted panels to support a themed garden environment for dining.
CityWalk at Universal Studios - Universal City, CA

At a large and busy entertainment destination center greenscreen® wall mounted panels are used to create a welcoming garden environment for dining patrons.
Anthropologie Store - Corona, CA

Custom shaped greenscreen® wall mounted panels are used to describe a sophisticated visual texture with cascading vines growing from planters located behind a parapet wall above.

Hardiness Zone 9b

Star/Confederate Jasmine